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1: Age Models â€“ Miami modeling agency for kids
Talent management is an organization's commitment to recruit, hire, retain, and develop the most talented and superior
employees. In this session, attendees will learn how to: Identify the changing needs of business in hiring and retaining
talent.

Depending on your time zone and the primary audience for the webcast, the live broadcast time could occur
outside of normal business hours. If this is the case, please access the webcast On Demand at your
convenience. If you are using external speakers, be sure they are turned on and not muted. Also, be sure your
speakers are turned all the way up. Do you have the bandwidth required to view the video presentation? A
telltale sign of bandwidth issues would be "freezing" video during the webcast. We recommend closing any
unnecessary programs on your computer to minimize buffering that can disturb your viewing experience Why
do I get a "connection failed" or "connection blocked" message? Corporate users behind proxy servers should
be sure their network settings do not time out rtmpt requests or the player may freeze after a set period
requiring a stream restart. Please contact your local IT Administrator if you are unsure of your settings. How
do I access the recording of this webcast? Please go to www. Recordings will be available within 24 hours of
the webcast. How do I share recordings with my team? If your company is a Guideline member of The
Conference Board, all employees have unlimited access to our live and On-demand webcasts. They can go to
www. If you have purchased a webcast, you have access to that one program for both live and on-demand
viewing. Access cannot be shared with others. You must be logged in to access On-Demand resources. Please
log-in and try again. Some assets, such as highlights, may take longer to post. That link will be grayed out
until available. You may need to update your flash player. Click here a to test your system compatibility. If
prompted, simply follow the on screen instructions to complete any necessary installations. I have a great idea
for a webcast, what should I do? We would love to hear your feedback. Click here to submit your idea. If you
would like us to respond to you, please include your contact information. No advanced preparation is
necessary. Requests for refunds must be received within 30 days of the webcast date.
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2: Article: The evolution of new-age Sales talent â€” People Matters
The New Age of Talent Management "Jocelyn's in depth knowledge of HR and dual expertise in Social Media Marketing
and Talent Management was a huge advantage.

Shares 0 Digital transformation is a long-term goal for almost every business operating today. But revamping
the way you manage your finances, resource planning, human capital, and customer relations is a huge
undertaking; one that can require a great deal of time, energy and capital to carry out. Less than a year after it
was released, Microsoft announced that it is restructuring the way it licenses its business solutions suite
Dynamics Though Dynamics apps were previously available in two pre-packaged editions depending on the
size of the customer, Microsoft has recently shifted to a simpler and more flexible set-up, doing away with
editions, and streamlining the way the apps are licensed. The second phase of this effort to make the suite
more accessible was the introduction of modular SaaS apps to the suite. The modular licensing model not only
gives organizations access to transformative products at a much lower cost, but also offers them more control
over where and how to start their digital transformation. By splitting larger solutions into more niche, scalable
chunks, businesses can build solutions targeted to their specific areas of need. The fact that Dynamics for
Talent was selected as the first app to spawn modular platforms was telling; while many apps in the suite are
favored by particular verticals and industries, human capital management is a universal need across all
organizations. The professional landscape is changing. Technology has contributed enormously to this
mammoth transformation, opening doors to new ways of working, new ways of hiring, and new ways of
engaging with employees. Dynamics is no exception. Microsoft Dynamics for Talent: One of the newer
Dynamics applications, Dynamics for Talent was first made available in July , and helps its users manage and
engage with their employees throughout their entire working journey. Administer organizational structures
Maintain comprehensive worker information from hire to retire Define and administer benefit plans, enroll
workers, assign dependent coverage, and designate beneficiaries Establish and monitor absence policies
Implement and track profile-based time management and generate pay information to export to a payroll
system Manage worker competencies Review performance and implement worker goals Set up, deliver, and
analyze training courses that include agendas, sessions, and tracks As well as seamless assimilation with other
Dynamics apps, and Office services like Outlook, Dynamics for Talent has another obvious, giant-killing
advantage; LinkedIn. Companies that make a long-term commitment to employee engagement are most likely
to enjoy maximized productivity and minimized staff turnover. Talent contains a number of functions to help
companies manage their staff effectively. Employers can roll out self-service portals through the app, enabling
and empowering employees to manage their own profile, tasks, training activities, and appraisals. They can
also use portals to carry out administrative tasks, such as processing leave requests. Utilizing self-service
functions can not only cut down the workload for your HR department, but boost employee satisfaction by
giving staff the tools to manage their own development, and autotomize certain operational processes. In
addition, Dynamics for Talent helps create transparency by providing templates for defining organizational
structures such as departments, positions, and roles. The app even contains a fully integrated Learning
Management System, so employers can build and deliver training and development courses to help onboard
and upskill their teams. Third-party payroll systems can also be integrated, and native payroll features include
benefits and compensation management, and succession plans. Dynamics for Talent aims to make finding,
acquiring, and keeping the best talent simpler and more effective by fostering a culture of excellence where
both your operations and your employees can be at their best. It can also help organizations ensure their
compliance with local regulations. Privacy and security are hot topics in this data-driven world, and
mishandling personal information of employees or customers can spell disaster for businesses. Dynamics for
Talent: More segmental HR apps are due to release in the near future, with one in technical preview, and two
more that are yet to receive release dates. The modular apps will also be able to bolt on to existing HR
platforms, for those looking to bolster, rather than replace, their current system. Attract The first though
undoubtedly not the last slices of the Dynamics for Talent pie to be made available as standalone apps are
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Attract and Onboard. Encompassing everything a business needs to find and nail down the best talent,
Dynamics for Talent: Every step of the hiring journey, from headhunting and receiving applications, to
scheduling interviews and issuing offers, can be done directly from inside Attract itself. So no more missing
attachments, neglected voicemails, or mixing up resumes; Attract creates a clear, unified roadmap for every
job role. Integration with LinkedIn InMail and Outlook calendars eliminates the back and forth wave of
missed calls, allowing the candidate to provide their availability and generating suggested interview times
based on the schedules of the selected interviewers. Once the interview is over, interviewers get another
chance to submit feedback, accept or reject the application, and issue offers. The benefits of Attract cut both
ways; from submitting an application to receiving an offer, Attract lets the candidate engage with the process
by turning it into a two-way street. Candidates can login to Attract to see how their application is progressing,
schedule interviews, upload supporting documents, and keep track of all application-related correspondence.
With any luck, Attract could mark the end of days spent filling in an online form, crossing your fingers and
hurling it into the digital abyss. The onboarding capabilities in Dynamics for Talent aim to get new hires right
down to business, accelerating productivity and igniting employee success. Encompassing all your necessary
onboarding functions within one web-based app, Dynamics for Talent: To help your new employee settle in
and get to know the people around them, the app identifies which co-workers your new starter needs to
connect with, and helps them become acquainted with their team and their individual responsibilities. It also
uses data from LinkedIn to suggest colleagues they might already know. By laying out goals and training
resources from day one, you establish a culture of learning and efficiency, helping new employees feel valued
and productive. With all your relevant HR documents and resources built into Onboard, new hires will get
instant, customizable access to everything they need to hit the ground running, and you can be confident that
all the relevant paperwork has been completed at the right time. Onboard can also help optimize your hiring
process even further by monitoring onboarding success on real-time dashboards. Gauge Gauge, currently in
technical preview , lets employers build custom questionnaires and quizzes, and send them to candidates as
part of the hiring process. With the internet making it easier and easier to apply for jobs with just one click,
hiring managers may find themselves requiring new tools to assess the suitability of their candidates, without
having to manually sift through swathes of applications and resumes to separate the wheat from the chaff.
Utilizing custom skills assessments as part of the hiring process can help eliminate unsuitable candidates
easily, and allow businesses to benchmark those candidates who make the cut. These assessments are
delivered to candidates through the Talent candidate app, available on any device, allowing them to easily
navigate to and complete the assessment. Results can then be viewed by hiring managers directly in the Gauge
app. Gauge is a standalone service, but can be plugged into any other Talent app, so assessments can be
included at any stage of the hiring process. Videos, images, and custom code blocks can be added to questions,
and assessments can be timed, automatically scored, or manually graded. Still not sure which Dynamics app is
best for your business? Check out our infographic for the crib notes. View Dynamics for Talent infographic
Ready to get started with your digital transformation? The key to an effective roll-out is having an expert on
your side.
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3: New Age Talent Management by Jayant Kumar - Issuu
Some of us in HR would argue that classic Talent Management has passed its prime. If a decade ago talent calibrations
and the 9-Box grids were all the rage and high potentials (HiPos) ruled the.

Talent Management The evolution of new-age Sales talent Changing and evolving tech techniques like big
data and analytics has armed the sales teams to further segment the clients into precise customer profile and
make the right pitch. The profile of the top ranking sales people is changing, and is changing fast creating an
army of multifaceted individuals that are redefining the rules of business. The sales team, the first touch point
between a buyer and a retailer and the one that plays a pivotal role in the success of business, is one of the
most essential elements that build the success story of an organization. A clear and well-defined sales strategy
supported by an inspiring sales mission goes a long way in appealing to and holding on to highly talented
salespeople. With change being the only constant, technology is challenging and transforming the entire
business gamut and the sales talent too is evolving at a rapid pace. With the evolution of the Internet, the sea
of prospects for sales professional has become cosmic. Changing and evolving tech techniques like big data
and analytics has armed the sales teams to further segment the clients into precise customer profile and make
the right pitch. This has further aided reduction in the time taken for conversion of leads into business, taking
the growth chart further north. Age of buyer empowerment What has also evolved is the customer himself
who is much better informed and attuned with technology. The convergence of various innovations including
mobile and cloud technology, social media, and big data innovations has brought in an era of buyer
empowerment. Moreover, most customer groups prefer to perform their own enquiry using various online
tools and by interacting with similar user groups through social media channels. This enables and empowers a
customer in the actual buying process even before a sales representative enters the picture. The age of buyer
empowerment and this knowledge explosion has made the sales teams take serious note of this transformed
customer behavior, albeit not at the desired pace. The empowered customer expects sales teams to understand
their domain dynamics and major challenges and opportunities that they and their competitors are facing.
Sharing generic product and service information is a complete no-no if one intends to gauge customer
attention and interest. Digitally empowered sales leaders With such fast paced evolution all across, gone are
the days of folders and colorful leaflets and brochures being carried around by sales representatives to
elucidate buyers about their products and services. The advent of digital marketing has completely
transformed the way sales and marketing functions with organizations arming their sales force with new age
tools and techniques to make quick decisions and close more deals. Technology proliferation has enabled
organizations to improve employee productivity and accelerate business growth. The presence of numerous
touch points these days has made selling evolve from being personal to become even more personalized. With
information being disseminated at a lightening pace, the pace of relationship building too has transformed.
And to keep pace with these changes, it is pertinent that a sales person understands the marketing objective of
the client. Sales reps need to leverage new age technology tools in order to keep abreast of the developments.
Leverage technology enabled sourcing tools to keep track of customer requirements. Leverage Marketing
automation platforms to help create relevant leads and lead nurturing services to effectively convert a suspect
into a qualified prospect Leveraging tele-based CRM platforms such as DenCRM to convert marketing
generated opportunities MGOs into sales wins. Using technology in improving customer targeting and
effective marketing, a successful sales professional knows their target accomplishment and plan their approach
accordingly. Their attitude makes them stand apart from the rest. They possess natural attributes of
communication and perseverance. They are tenacious and they refuse to give up and constantly look for new
solutions. Hitting the right chord The quality of an evolving sales person includes acceptance of various
scenarios and evolving with and adapting to change, further building their skill-sets and expertise. Being
research savvy and using the Internet to the fullest has become the norm as it has become the largest source of
sales data in the world. Now a days none of the sales force work with visiting card bibles and burgeoning
database. Automatic updates on the CRM are the norm and a key quality that segregates top performing
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salespeople from the rest of the deck. Being a good listener will help the sales force to hit the right need with
the right pitch and get the maximum business convergence. Finally, as organizations look to adopt game
changing technology across functions, it still remains a challenge to train the workforce in identifying the best
tools and techniques to garner maximum growth for them and for the organization as a whole. The new-age
sales force needs to move fast enough to adopt this change and move ahead of the times. Persistent
communication using a mix of traditional and new age communication is the key to attain the desired result
and garner maximum output. Did you find this story helpful?
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4: Dynamics for Talent: a modern app for HR management
New Age Talent Management 1. AbstractIn this study, emerging trends in Talent Management practices in new
economy organizations have beenstudied.

The Romans have done most of what we do today; they managed talent crunch, had screening methods, ran
referral programs, nurtured employer brand, and additionally handled the burden of sluggish bureaucracy.
Today talent is hyper-connected over social media. Talent today is able to stay connected with friends they
met decades ago in a conference, college or interviews! Everyone is able to find a few connections in every
organization and get first hand opinion on the organization. Also, talent is successfully crowdsourcing
information about organizations from website such as Glassdoor and we know crowdsourcing is effective and
almost accurate. This phenomena is reducing the information asymmetry that existed in talent market between
employer and job seeker. Clearly, talent has been leveraging technology to drive this disruption. For
organizations to stay current and relevant to talent, they require proactive steps to ensure hyper-connected
talent hear right and favorable facts about the company. First step would include doing a full evaluation of the
company and creating an employee value proposition EVP by which the company lives. Once this is achieved,
companies need to encourage their employees and fans to spread the EVP far and wide. HR professionals
intuitively understand the impact of hyper-connected talent and EVP is no new concept. They have been
successful in driving their companies to adopt social media for talent attraction. This challenge is due to
difficulty in demonstrating ROI for the system. However increasing importance of getting employees to talk
about EVP and improvement in analytics technology is immensely helping HR professionals in tracking
strategic initiatives and measuring business impact. Blurring boundaries between active and passive job
seekers â€” Job explorers: We are always used to a fraction of talent being active job seekers. They are
generally available on jobsites and responded well to phone calls by recruiters. Then there were the other
majorityâ€”passive job seekers who are hard to find and usually considered better in quality. But today,
boundaries between active and passive job seekers is collapsing and only a small fraction of talent is truly
active or passive. Job explorers look for opportunity like active job seekers but dormant like passive job
seekers. This majority population is well informed of the opportunity existing in the market and hold
considerable influence on talent pool just as information mavericks do. Organizations ought to exploit this
willingness on the part of the job explorers to explore opportunities and make themselves visible and heard.
Several companies are doing well in catering to job explorers by leveraging technology to distribute jobs on
social media, job sites, and career pages. ZMOT stands for zero moment of truth and Google introduced this
term to explain the phenomenon in this decade where people when stimulated by an advertisement on a
product, explore the product in digital platforms before deciding on visiting a store. Visiting the store and
checking the product is traditionally called first moment of truth and buying and experiencing it is called
second moment of truth. Drawing parallels, talent receives job opportunity from job sites, advertisements and
recruiters, which forms the stimulus. Talent responds to this stimulus by researching the organization online
â€” ZMOT phenomena. Talent Googles the company and based on the perception formed, decides how to
treat the company and its job offer. Talent is looking for recent news, blogs, awards, achievements, leadership,
and everything one could look for in an organization. A study by Monster reveals that talent explores, on an
average, This search is aimed to get a holistic picture about the organization and future prospects. In order to
have a favorable treatment from talent, companies need to ensure they communicate positive aspects of
working for the company and its EVP proactively on channels that talent trust; Facebook, LinkedIn, career
page and other digital platforms. The next step is co-creating content with employees and talent who have high
perception about the company. Combined impact demonstrating job seeker decision journey: The combined
effect of these trends on talent acquisition is profound. Essentially what the target talent perceives about an
organization, employer brand, has become more fluid. Different sources are creating content that is defining
Employer Brand. This communication is reaching wider talent more quickly and talent is scrutinizing this
content and aligning their behavior accordingly. Talent acquisition paradigm is shifting; resulting in extension
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of the talent supply chain, which once began from talent attraction to recruitment to development but today,
has been extended to include listening to talent community, connecting and engaging with them to co-create
authentic content that will display authentic employer brand. The lack of aliveness of your Employee Value
proposition could be hurting you. Way forward is to make it alive for job explorers because it is going to
decide if you will be able to attract top talent or not. All stakeholders stand to benefit from adapting to these
new ways. Count of disengaged employees would reduce since the organization would attract talent who fit
the organization and understand its EVP. Management would benefit by reduction in costs of talent acquisition
because now the company is attracting talent directly reducing expensive vendors and reduction in attrition.
The customers would benefit from tight people strategy and bullet proof execution. High esteem value in
working for the organization and employee brand visibility improves awareness among investors. Did you
find this story helpful? A free thinker and a blogger, Badri is focused on helping clients and HR community
build a transparent, Efficient and people friendly organization where everyone feels a sense of achievement
speed in execution and oneness.
5: New-age Performance Management Archives - TalentAlign
Reinventing Talent Management for the Networked Age The continuing global economic crisis is a wakeup call to the
world, demanding new thinking about everything. We need to rebuild many of the organizations and institutions that
have served us well for decades, even centuries, but are no longer able.

6: Article: Customizing recruitment for new-age talent â€” People Matters
Hence, talent management has come into the picture as the dominating theme for the 21st century in business arenas. It
is an essential force for achieving bigger goals, going from good to great.

7: Reinventing Talent Management for the Networked Age - Don Tapscott
Abstract In this study, emerging trends in Talent Management practices in new economy organizations have been
studied. These trends are being shaped & influenced by rise of new age economy.

8: Talent Management Challenges of the New Age HR - Zing HR
The rise of the new-age talent requires newer talent acquisition and management strategies From the time of the Roman
Empire, clear system for recruitment has been around to maintain large armies to support king's geographical growth
aspirations.

9: Next Talent Management Requirements - How to Be a Next Model
Talent Management Challenges of the New Age HR. As appeared in the Human Capital Magazine - June Talent
Management is a strategic function that involves understanding of the human capital needs of the organization.
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